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ranging, ultralow fouling properties when challenged by various proteins, bacteria, and fungal spores. To 
understand their excellent antifouling properties, frequency modulation-atomic force microscopy is used 
to directly observe the interfacial water structure at subatomic resolution, which we validate using all-
atom molecular dynamic simulations that strikingly predict similar structures of water layers on the 
original and ultralow fouling surfaces. The convergence of experimental and modeling data reveals that 
suitably spaced, flexible chains with hydrophilic groups interact with water molecules to produce a 
connective, quasi-stable layer, consisting of dynamic interfacial water, that provides a basis for antifouling 
performance of ultrathin, hydrophilic surface chemistries. 
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Hydrophilic surface chemistries can strongly bind water to produce surfaces that are highly 
resistant to protein adsorption and fouling. The interfacial bound water and its unique 
properties have intrigued researchers for decades yet the relationship between the water 
three-dimensional structure and function in antifouling coatings remains elusive. Here, we 
use hydrophilic, epoxy organosilane modified silica nanoparticles to demonstrate cheap, 
robust and practically applied coatings that we discover have broad-ranging, ultra-low fouling 
properties when challenged by various proteins, bacteria and fungal spores. To understand 
their remarkable antifouling properties, frequency modulation-atomic force microscopy is 
used to directly observe the interfacial water structure at sub-atomic resolution, which we 
validate using all-atom molecular dynamic simulations that strikingly predict similar 
structures of water layers on the original and ultra-low fouling surfaces. Unprecedented 
convergence of experimental and modelling data reveal that suitably spaced, flexible chains 
with hydrophilic groups interact with water molecules to produce a connective, quasi-stable 
layer, consisting of dynamic interfacial water, that provides a basis for antifouling 
performance of ultrathin, hydrophilic surface chemistries.  
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Biological fouling of artificial surfaces occurs through the adhesion and colonisation by 
microbial and macrofouling organisms. These processes are an enormous problem for many 
diverse industries, including potable water treatment and transport, biomedical devices and 
hospital surfaces, food production, aquaculture, and maritime shipping, resulting in 
substantial social and economic impacts. For example, hospital acquired infections caused 
by the spread of pathogenic bacteria account for over 90,000 deaths and estimated to cost 
$35 – 45 billion per year in the U.S alone 1-2, while microbial slime fouling layers produced by 
marine bacteria and microalgae on ship hulls can increase fuel costs by up to 10% 3, 
equating to fuel penalties of billions of dollars globally every year in addition to increased 
toxic NOx and SOx emissions from low quality diesel fuels 4.  
Existing antifouling technologies have relied on the incorporation of toxic biocidal 
compounds, including heavy metals, to kill target fouling organisms.  However, legislative 
changes in recent years have signalled the gradual outlawing of many such compounds 5, 
including tributyltin. There are also ongoing concerns over the potential development of 
biocide resistant pathogenic organisms from some widely used heavy metals, including 
copper and silver.  The need for greener technologies has seen an increased focus on the 
development of environmentally benign coatings that function via tailoring of material 
surface energy and/or topography to offer self-cleaning or fouling resistant properties 6.  Of 
particularly critical importance is the identification and development of antifouling materials 
and chemistries that are economically viable, scalable, and can be easily incorporated into 
existing or next-generation fabrication processes. 
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Hydrophilic polymers designed to strongly bind water have been extensively studied 
as an effective surface layer or coating to prevent biofouling through the formation of a 
steric and energetic barrier to biomolecular adsorption 7.  These systems include 
poly(ethylene glycol) (PEG) that engages in hydrogen bonding with water via the ether 
oxygen, and zwitterion based chemistries that bind water more strongly via an ionic 
solvation mechanism.  Experimental approaches have confirmed the presence of hydration 
layers associated with hydrophilic polymer-based surfaces 7 yet the fundamental 
mechanisms underlying their capacity to inhibit surface fouling and how such hydration 
layers differ from equally hydrophilic interfaces that do not prevent surface fouling is still 
unclear. Furthermore, there have been no detailed experimental studies that have 
adequately elucidated the 2- and 3-dimensional structural organisation and properties of 
hydration layers on low fouling hydrophilic surfaces. In the absence of detailed molecular-
level experimental data, all-atom classical molecular dynamic (MD) simulations have been 
employed to provide an insight into water structure on surfaces with experimentally 
unachievable atomistic resolution 8. To bridge this length scale gap, novel advances in 
experimental tools are required to converge with all atom modelling and resolve the 2D and 
3D network water structure and dynamics with molecular resolution.    
This study aims to resolve molecular water structure on chemically modified 
commercially available silica nanoparticles (SiNP) functionalized with 
glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPS), an epoxy organosilane commonly used as a coupling 
agent or binder in colloidal silica coatings 9 and, as demonstrated herein, discovered to be 
biofouling resistant. The GPS functionality is a short-chain with internal ether oxygen and 
end epoxide group that can be opened via hydrolysis to form a vicinal diol 10-11, presenting a 
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hydrophilic surface chemistry (Figure 1b). The GPS modified SiNPs are used to demonstrate 
cheap, robust and practically applied coatings that we prove to have broad-ranging, ultra-
low fouling properties when challenged by various proteins, bacteria and fungal spores. 
Specifically, we challenged the GPS modified SiNP surfaces against the pathogenic 
bacterium Escherichia coli which is known to cause disease and infection, and spores of the 
fungi Epicoccum nigrum, a known biodeteriogen that affects terrestrial man-made materials 
and surfaces. To understand their remarkable antifouling properties, we apply 3D Frequency 
Modulation-Atomic Force Microscopy (3D FM-AFM) 12-13 to directly resolve the 3D interfacial 
water structure encapsulating the surface of single nanoparticles, and to measure the forces 
associated with these structures and experienced in the final nm’s above the nanoparticle 
surface. With the experimental data achieving structural resolution on the order of sub-
angstroms, we validate the observations on comparable length scales using all-atom MD 
simulations, which strikingly predict similar structuring of water layers on the original and 
ultra-low fouling surfaces. 
Results and Discussion 
Surface coatings were fabricated using a commercially available SiO2 nanoparticle (SiNP) 
dispersion, Bindzil®, a 7 nm silica sol with (cc301® & cc302®) or without (30/360®) surface 
functionalisation with glycidoxypropyltrimethoxysilane (GPS). Thermogravimetric analysis 
(TGA) confirmed the density of GPS functionalisation on functionalised particles, referred to 
as low-density and high-density for Bindzil cc301® and cc302®, respectively (Supplemental 
Figure S1).  SiNP coatings were created by first dispersing SiNPs in deionised water (4wt%), 
followed by using spin coating to fabricate a thin SiNP coating. Scanning electron 
microscopy (SEM) images show homogenous surface coatings were produced on model gold 
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coated substrates, with thickness of ~ 100 nm and low surface roughness of < ∼ 5 nm r.m.s 
(data no shown) (Figure 1a and Supplemental Figure S1). All SiNP surfaces presented a 
hydrophilic interface, with static water contact angles below 22° (Supplemental Figure S1). 
Protein and Microbial Cell Adhesion to SiNP Coatings 
Quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) was used to 
examine the adsorption of three model proteins to the various SiNP coatings deposited on 
QCM-D sensors (Figure 1c-e).  Bovine serum albumin (BSA) is a stable yet conformationally 
dynamic small plasma protein, fibrinogen (Fb) is an important protein in biomedicine 
implicated in clot formation and wound healing, and hydrophobin (Hb) is a cell surface 
protein used by fungal spores to adhere and grow on surfaces.  BSA adsorption was 
significantly reduced by 94% (44 ± 19 ng.cm-2) for the low-density cc301® coatings and 96% 
(27 ± 4 ng.cm-2) for the high-density cc302® coatings relative to coatings composed of the 
unmodified 30/360® SiNPs (806 ± 36 ng.cm-2) (Figure 1c).  Fb adsorption was also 
dramatically reduced on coatings of the GPS functionalised SiNP, demonstrating a reduction 
in protein binding of 92% (132 ± 107 ng.cm-2) and 97% (39 ± 12 ng.cm-2) for low-density 
cc301® and high-density cc302® SiNP surfaces, respectively, compared to the 30/360® 
unmodified SiNP coating (1719 ± 225 ng.cm-2) (Figure 1d). Hb adsorption was reduced to 
undetectable levels on the low-density cc301® and high-density cc302® surfaces compared 
to the unmodified SiNP (280 ± 100 ng.cm-2) measured using the QCM-D technique (Figure 
1e), thus demonstrating ultra-low fouling properties, i.e. < 5ng.cm-2, against this protein.   
Microbial adhesion of two problematic microbial fouling organisms from different 
kingdoms were significantly impeded on the GPS modified SiNP surfaces.  Adhesion of the 
bacteria Escherichia coli was reduced by 98.9% and 99.7% on low-density cc301® and high-
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density cc302® relative to the 30/360® unmodified SiNP substrates, respectively (Figure 1f-
h).  Adhesion of spores of the fungi Epicoccum nigrum was significantly reduced on the GPS 
modified SiNP coatings, with the percentage of spore coverage on the low-density cc301® 
(0.51%) and high-density cc302® (0.11%) coatings significantly less than that on the 30/360® 
unmodified SiNP coating (1.6%) (Figure 1i-k).   
   
3D FM-AFM characterisation of hydration layers on SiNP surfaces 
To gain further insight into the molecular mechanism of the broad-ranging, antifouling 
properties of the GPS-modified SiNPs, 3D FM-AFM was used to characterize the interfacial 
structure and properties above single nanoparticles of the coatings.  FM-AFM operates by 
oscillating a cantilever tip with an amplitude on the order of nanometers, sensing atomic 
and molecular forces as it moves in the z-dimension very close to the substrate surface 14 
and previously shown to detect single water layers on various surfaces, including crystal 
substrates, e.g. mica, polydiacetylene 15, lipid bilayers 16-18 and protein layers 19. Recently 
developed by Fukuma et al. 12-13, 20-21, 3D FM-AFM uses oscillation amplitudes of 1-2 Å to 
build up a 2D array of these measurements that generates 3D images of the spatial 
distribution of ions and structured water networks, including their forces and energies, 
within approximately 2 nm from the surface. In our experiments, the cantilever was firstly 
precisely located above a single nanoparticle of a coating and the 3D FM-AFM 
measurements configured to perform 3D volume maps with resolution of 4 nm x 4 nm x 2 
nm (length, width, height) in a 10 mM NaCl solution.   
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The 3D volume maps show distinct, continuous layer structures occurring in the 
immediate vicinity of the surface and across the entire XY plane of both the unmodified  and 
high-density cc302® GPS modified  SiNP surfaces (Supplemental Figure S2). The 3D volume 
maps can be further separated into 2D cross-sections, 2D top-view images and 1D profiles 
to more closely examine the structure and properties of the interfacial layer phase. By 
taking vertical slices through the Z plane in the X or Y direction, 2D cross-sections reveal the 
interfacial layer phase consists of discrete, molecular structures extending to ≈ 5.0 Å from 
the surface of the 30/360® unmodified SiNP (Figure 2a(i)).  At a maximum of 2 nm above the 
surface down to the structured interfacial layers, no response in the frequency signal is 
indicative of the bulk water phase (Figure 2 a (i-iii)). As the cantilever approaches further to 
toward the SiNP surfaces, changes in the magnitude of the frequency signal and its XYZ 
spatial dependence denotes the interfacial layer phase. These structures originate from 
both an increase and decrease in the frequency signal, relative to the bulk water phase (∆f = 
0 Hz), to form layers of high frequency contrast with interposing darker regions (Figure 2a). 
The layers are not always strictly horizontal to the surface and in some regions propagate at 
different angles from the surface (Figure 2f i and ii) to give a ‘zig-zag’ appearance and more 
generally an undulating profile with molecular-scale height variations.  Serial 2D cross-
sections in either the X or Y direction show that this interfacial structured water layer occurs 
throughout the 3D volume map (Figures 2, b-e), therefore producing an intricate molecular 
architecture across the entirety of a 30/360® unmodified SiNP surface. Lower lateral 
resolution 2D cross-sections with height correction can also be visualized, enabling clearer 
superimposition and reference of the interfacial layer structures to the curvature and/or 
roughness of the nanoparticles within the coating (Figure 2f). 
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1D profiles plotting the frequency shift versus z-distance taken at different XY positions 
reveal an oscillatory profile that is commonly associated with the force required by the AFM 
tip to sequentially displace individual, structured water layers close a surface 22 (Figure 2a-
e). Specifically, 1-2 oscillations occurring within < ≈ 5.0 Å from the surface, with peak widths 
equating to the dimension of a single water molecule, i.e. 2.0 – 2.5 Å, confirms the presence 
of water layers responsible for the interfacial layer structure on the unmodified SiNP (Figure 
2a (ii,iii)). The width of an oscillatory peak delineates the single water layer thickness in the 
2D cross-sections, while the magnitude of their frequency, or effectively a force of ∼100 pN 
per oscillation, can be integrated with respect to z-distance to give an energy cost of ∼ 0.1-
0.2 eV for displacing a single water layer (Supplementary Figure S3). To date, reasons for 
variations in the number of oscillatory peaks and their differing z-distances from the surface 
have been unclear in AFM-based force measurements though may now be explained by 3D 
FM-AFM due to the ability to correlate 1D profiles with the force-constructed atomic and 
molecular structures revealed in 2D cross-sections 15. It is clear that the presence of water 
layer(s) bearing intricate, lateral structural variations at the molecular-level produces such 
variations in oscillatory profiles, which is further evident in a comparison of different 1D 
profiles (Figure 2b-e).  
The 2D trajectory of the water layers across the unmodified SiNP can be visualized by 
taking a horizontal slice through the 3D volume maps to provide top-view images at a 
specified z-distance (Figure 3). Evolution of the serial slices is viewed when moving from the 
SiNP surface (z-distance = 0 Å) through to the interfacial structured water layers (z-distance 
= 2.5 Å) and then into bulk water up to the maximum z-distance of 0.7 nm (Figure 3). 
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Specifically, at a z-distance = 2.5 Å, the interfacial water layer shows a continuous, branched 
or network-like water structure, indicated by brighter frequency contrast, with the 
interposing darker contrast regions (Figure 3(ii)). This complex, network-like water structure 
is very distinct from that of highly-ordered structures on solid, flat, crystalline surfaces, such 
as mica, fluorite, and calcite, that template the lateral arrangement of individual water 
molecules according to their hexagonal atomic lattices 23-24. 3D FM-AFM experiments show 
local hydration regions corresponding to specific atomic sites such as Ca2+ and F- of fluorite 
(111) surfaces, and Ca2+ and CO2-3 of calcite (1014) surfaces, as well as interposing dark 
regions, or ‘cavities’, positioned over atomic vacancies or ion binding sites of hexagonal 
rings of similar crystal surfaces 23-24. In addition to site-specific hydration, associated 
hydration layers with alternating enhanced and dark frequency contrast are typically located 
further above the surface and similar hydration layers are found on protein surfaces 19. All-
atom MD simulations used to better understand the frequency contrast mechanisms 
reproduce the 3D FM-AFM experimental observations at the molecular level and show that 
oscillatory profiles caused by changes in free energy are due to structural rearrangements in 
the hydration layer manifested through the overlap, confinement and displacement of 
hydration peaks 20-21. An overlap of hydration layers on the tip apex atom and sample 
surface, effectively reforming the intrinsic hydration structures, leads to a decrease in free 
energy and produces attractive gradients and the energy minima. For the unmodified SiNP, 
the energy minima in the 1D profiles correlate to dark regions in the 2D cross-sections 
(Figure 2a), with spacings on the order ≈ 0.5 Å occurring in between the structured water 
layers (i.e. their molecular vdW surfaces). Their occurrence as discrete, interposing ‘cavities’ 
within the interfacial water layers also raises interesting questions as to their structural 
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significance, including the notion of intermolecular voids that would constitute the free 
volume between neighbouring water molecules in this region. 
  
 
3D FM-AFM characterisation of hydration layers on GPS-modified high 
density SiNPs  
The interfacial layer phase of the GPS functionalised SiNPs differs considerably to the 
unmodified SiNP surface. 3D volume maps reveal a distinct, continuous layer extending to 
significantly greater distances from the surface, with no evidence of a branched, network-
like water structure or interposing ‘cavities’ (Supplemental Figure S2).  2D cross-sections 
appear to show the existence of a gradation in the frequency contrast, including initially 
darker contrast from the bulk water phase followed by an increase in the frequency shift 
corresponding to the interfacial layer phase that forms a continuous, parallel-aligned layer 
across the entirety of the GPS modified SiNP (Figure 4a). The change in the frequency shift is 
consistent with 1D profiles at different XY positions that only show a purely repulsive profile 
(Figure 4 a-e).  Further analysis by statistically averaging 1D profiles from entire 2D cross-
sections (ZY-averaged curves) also reveals a more complex s-shaped frequency profile, 
which is well-described by Boltzmann sigmoid fitting (R2 = > 0.996) and consists of a 
transition in the frequency gradient as defined by the 1st and 2nd derivative functions (Figure 
5a – marked by red dotted line). By using a higher frequency setpoint to decrease the 
distance between the tip and surface, deeper probing into the interfacial layer phase 
continues to show a repulsive interaction and further accentuates the s-shaped profile. 
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Conversion of the frequency shift to a force shows that the original transition in frequency 
gradient marks the onset of a linear slope region, suggesting constant compliance has been 
reached subsequent to the deformation of the GPS layer by the AFM tip (Figure 5 
(transition marked by dotted lines)).  In this case, the zero reference (i.e. the surface) is 
defined at the onset of constant compliance where effectively the slope of the force curve 
indicates an incompressible or infinitely hard surface. This is more clearly visualized as the 
minima or cross-over point in the 1st and 2nd derivative, respectively (Figure 5a). Figure 5b 
indicate small shifts in the defined zero reference at different XY positions of the 
measurement on the SiNP surface. Here, we interpret that the GPS chains have been fully 
compressed, giving an approximation of the zero reference. The distance from the start of 
the repulsive interaction until the onset of constant compliance provides an estimate of the 
interfacial layer thickness, which was measured to be 10-12 Å (Figure 5). Despite not being 
able to define a discrete hydration layer, we suggest that the interfacial layer thickness is 
rationalized by the presence of associated water, which is discussed further below in MD 
simulations.  TGA results indicate that the density of GPS molecules on the cc302® SiNP 
surface is ~1.52 molecules.cm-2 (Supplemental Figure 1) and at this density one would 
expect to observe individual GPS chains as opposed to a confluent layer over the 4 nm scan 
distance. The interfacial layer may also represent an average, or ‘snapshot’, of the GPS chain 
dynamics and associated water molecules that occur on significantly faster timescales than 
the 3D FM-AFM measurements 25 thereby experimentally observing all statistical GPS chains 
positions as a continuous layer. As a result of having a continuous layer, the top-view images 
taken at various z-slices through the interfacial layer maintains a smooth, more 
homogenous appearance across the GPS modified SiNP in contrast to the unmodified SiNP 





Hydration structure of low density GPS-modified SiNP  
To further confirm the interfacial water structuring, a lower density GPS-modified SiNP 
(cc301®) was introduced to observe intermediate effects between the unmodified and high-
density GPS SiNP surfaces (Supplemental Figure 4). 2D cross-sections reveal the continuous 
layer on the high-density GPS surface, however neighbouring areas just several angstroms 
away demonstrate more intricate structures that are more representative of water 
structuring on the unmodified SiNP (Supplemental Figure 4b). Furthermore, in rare cases, 
discrete angled structures were seen within regions of the GPS-water layer that may 
represent the unveiling of individual GPS molecules (Supplemental Figure 5). The density of 
GPS molecules on the cc301® (0.8 molecules.cm-2) is therefore not high enough to generate 
an associated hydrated GPS layer, which is qualitatively commensurate with the mean 
protein adsorption and level of bacterial and fungal colonisation on these coatings 
compared to the unmodified and high density GPS SiNP surfaces.   
 
MD Simulations show experimentally consistent hydration layer structuring 
on bare and GPS modified silica surfaces 
Unmodified silica 
MD simulations were undertaken to provide a molecular level rationale to the FM-AFM 
experiments, specifically relating to the population of atomic species at the various 
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solid/liquid interfaces.  Graphical presentation of the MD simulation data hereafter allows 
direct comparison and correlation with the 3D FM-AFM data presented in previous sections.  
3D atomic density maps were generated from 40 ns MD simulations and normalized by the 
density of water more than 1.8 nm from the surface (bulk water) (Figure 7a and b). For the 
unmodified silica (Figure 7a,b), 2D cross sections were generated and are strikingly similar 
to the corresponding experimental AFM 2D cross-sectional images. Snapshot images show a 
predominately single densely, bound water layer (oxygen atoms of water, grey color) closely 
following the molecular surface topography to give an undulating appearance very similar to 
the AFM images (Figure 7a). Specifically, at heights less than 0.75 nm above the silica 
surface groups, relative density 2D cross-sections confirm that this water layer corresponds 
to high atomic density regions (red color scale) of individual water molecules located above 
the unmodified silica substrate (Figure 7b). Low density regions (blue color scale, asterisks) 
can also be observed in 2D cross sections (Figure 7b), particularly above the regions of high 
density in the water layer, typically with a height range of between 0.1 and 0.2 nm. Where 
this pronounced initial water layer is followed by a low-density region, a further increase in 
the density of water is sometimes observed, indicating a discontinuous second water layer 
(Figure 7b). The high-density regions are mainly delineated by discrete rounded structures 
of approximately 1.5 – 3.0 Å in size, corresponding to dimensions of single water molecules 
and supporting that the 3D FM-AFM is probing individual water layer(s) above the substrate 
(Supplementary Figure S6). Furthermore, Supplementary Figure 6 shows that within less 
than 0.9 nm from the surface, the height of the first water layer (high density region, red 
color) can vary by up to 0.5 nm due to this structured water closely following the atomic 
roughness of the underlying amorphous substrate, as observed in the 3D FM-AFM. 
Supplementary Figure S7 also provides several sequential 2D sections of the relative density 
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with accompanying snapshots to emphasize the propagation of the water layer across the 
unmodified silica surface, including the arrangement of the individual water molecules in 
the initial layer relative to those involved in an apparent secondary layer.  The 
corresponding simulated averaged 1D density profiles versus distance curves show 
oscillations with 1-2 peaks (Figure 7c), which is in qualitative agreement with the oscillatory 
profiles of FM-AFM frequency shift curves and confirms that these arise due to perturbation 
of up to two intricate, structured water layers.  
          Simulated XY contour slices moving from 0.4 to 0.64 nm above the silica substrate 
(Figure 7d-f) recapitulate the laterally distributed branched, or network-like, water 
structure. Due to the heterogeneous distribution of silanol groups and atomic roughness 
this layer does not form a cooperative or ordered network in the plane parallel to the 
surface nor is there significant water structuring beyond the first hydration layer. Outside of 
0.64 nm from the substrate XY slices show water profiles indistinguishable from bulk-like 
water in line with experimental findings on the short range influence of the substrate on the 
liquid phase. A snapshot examining water within 0.4 nm of the unmodified silica (Figure 
7d,h) reveals the first hydration layer (red color) covers the entire substrate and is 
composed of individual water molecules or ions clustered at adsorption sites on the 
substrate to form the reticulate, network-like structure equivalent to that observed in 2D 
top-view images of the FM-AFM in Figure 3a(ii). 
High density GPS-modified silica 
In line with FM-AFM results, the MD simulations of the high-density GPS modified silica 
interface show considerable differences from the unmodified silica system. The 3D atomic 
density map reveals a region of tightly constrained GPS and denser water close to the 
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surface (< 0.8 nm) with an associated GPS/less dense water region extending outwards and 
transitioning into bulk-like water between 0.8-1.2 nm above the substrate (Figure 8 a). 
Furthermore, the 2D cross sectional density maps (Figure 8b) and 1D density profiles (Figure 
8c) indicate this diffuse region has a lack of well-defined hydration layers and void volumes, 
in contrast to the behaviour observed above the unmodified silica. In this case, distal 
hydroxyl groups of the GPS have a strong association with water, with an average of 2 
hydrogen bonds per ligand from these functional groups. The dynamic nature of the GPS 
ligands evident in the snapshot image (Figure 8a) means that water molecules engaged in 
hydrogen bonding with these outer hydroxyl groups are not confined to specific sites on the 
surface. Corresponding averaged 1D density plots show only a monotonic decrease in bulk 
water density from 1 to 0 throughout the GPS and associated water region (Figure 8c), 
confirming that there is no propagation of interfacial water structuring into the bulk solvent. 
Within the diffuse region, i.e. 0.8-1.2 nm, the average density of the interface remains 
within 10% of that of the bulk solvent despite transition from bulk solvent away from the 
interface to the associated GPS ligand/water mixture (Figure 8c). By considering the height 
at which the relative density of bulk-like water density falls below 0.5 for each of the 1D 
profiles, the average thickness of the interface was estimated to be 1.0 nm (Supplemental 
Figure S8), which correlates to the estimated value from the experimental force curves, i.e. 
10-12Å. In addition, the transition from the diffuse GPS/associated water region to the more 
confined ligands correlates with the increase in slope of the AFM force profiles in this region 
(z<0.8 nm), as shown in Figure 5, and suggested compression of the GPS ligands as the AFM 
tip to penetrates closer to the surface.   
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To support the conclusion that the outer region of the interface (0.8-1.2 nm) is a diffuse 
mixture of GPS ligands and water, root mean square fluctuations (RMSFs) for the C6 atoms 
of the GPS ligands were calculated and plotted against Z distance from the surface 
(Supplemental Figure S9). On average, when above 0.8 nm from the substrate the 
fluctuation range of the atom is above 0.3 nm. When found closer to the surface the motion 
of the free end of the ligand is more limited. Similar trends are observed for the distal 
hydroxyl oxygen atoms . The time scales on which the RMSF estimates are generated (10s of 
nanoseconds) also support the hypothesis that the 3D FM-AFM images produce a 
representative sample (average) of all possible GPS ligand positions. 
Sequential simulated 2D XY density maps and associated density distributions ranging from 
0.4-1.2 nm above the surface show the transition from largely segregated GPS and water 
clusters at Z distances below 0.6 nm compared to diffuse and overlapping distributions of 
GPS ligands and water atoms for Z distances between 0.6 and 1.2 nm above the substrate 
(Figure 8c).  Sequential simulated 2D XY density maps and associated density distributions in 
this region show increased roughness in line with the experimental observations. 
Low density GPS-modified silica 
Deconstruction of the 3D atomic density map produced from MD simulations of the low 
density GPS system identify regions of the interface that display unmodified and GPS 
modified silica substrate type profiles (Supplemental Figure S10). 24% of the interface  
(327/1352 1D profiles) has a bulk water transition height of less than 0.7 nm and the 
average interfacial 1D profile is reminiscent of that for the unmodified silica (Supplementary 
Figure S10). Similarly, the average of the remaining 36% of the interface, with a bulk water 
transition height of greater than 0.7 nm, reflect the behaviour of the GPS modified surface 
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(Supplementary Figure 10). GPS ligands in the latter regime are slightly more compressed 
than the high GPS ligand surface, with an average bulk-like water transition height of 0.88 
nm compared 1.0 nm for the high density GPS system (Supplementary Figure S8). The 




Despite the established role of steric forces in higher molecular weight, longer chain 
chemistries such as PEG 26 the contributions from shorter silanes have been a subject of 
debate for several decades 27-29 and proposed to play a secondary role to hydration 
mechanisms 30. Early work on the nature of repulsive forces originating from short 
oligo(ethylene glycol)-terminated self-assembled monolayers demonstrate that the forces 
are unique and thought not to be related to steric repulsion but compatible with proposed 
binding of interfacial water 31. Recently, work by the Thompson group shows ultrathin dense 
adlayers of monoethylene glycol have a high resistance to protein adsorption, with the 
combination of distal –OH and ether oxygen -O- groups critical for a putative internal, tightly 
bound hydration layer 32-34. They determine short chained organosilanes should possess 
both internal and external hydrophilicity and komatrophicity to exhibit excellent protein 
resistant properties, with co-ordination with hydrophilic surface chemistries also a possible 
contributing factor (34). Furthermore molecular water should be tightly bound with limited 
lability, presenting a discreet hydration network where the removal of molecular water by 
approaching proteins would represent an energy penalty, thus resulting in repulsive forces 
(34).   However, further models on hydration layers would significantly benefit from 
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experimental evidence that directly visualizes the spatially resolved 2D and 3D molecular 
structures and interactions of hydrophilic functional groups with the water molecules. There 
remains an important question as to what is the key structure–function relationship of 
interfacial water at the short silane protected surfaces that underpins their ultra-low fouling 
performance as opposed to interfacial water that exists on many other hydrophilic surfaces 
where protein adsorption is able to persist.  
Our study reveals that SiNP-based hydrophilic coatings bearing short chain silane 
terminal hydroxyl functional groups with different surface configurations have dramatic 
effects on the interfacial molecular water structuring and properties which we are able to 
correlate with their antifouling performance. Collectively, the experimental and all-atom 
modelling approaches support the presence of a continuous, thicker and less dense, GPS-
associated water layer on the modified SiNP versus a more tightly bound, dense and stable 
structured water layer on the unmodified SiNP.  
More specifically, the GPS modified SiNP consist of two types of associated water, 
including 1) more strongly bound and dense water occupying regions of constrained, less 
dynamic GPS, i.e. at the base of the GPS chains, and 2) less dense, more dynamic water 
within the outer GPS chains. Our previous MD simulations show that the molecular spacing 
of the GPS chains enables chain fluctuation dynamics that perturb associated water 
molecules to create an interfacial regime comprising a dynamic and less dense water layer25. 
Due to significant conformational freedom of the GPS chains, this dynamic interface is not 
suitable for propagation of interfacial water structuring but rather promotes a diffuse layer 
with higher mobility water adjacent to the GPS. The dynamic water molecules in the 
hydration layer are proposed to be capable of competing with the protein for surface 
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contact and given sufficient time may rearrange to completely replace the protein at the 
surface 25. In addition, the GPS-hydration layer is uninterrupted and prevents exposure of 
the underlying SiNP, i.e. as opposed to low-density GPS, thus additionally presenting an 
effective steric barrier.  
 
 Related to the interfacial layer structures, the 1D force profiles show the GPS-hydration 
layer has a purely monotonic repulsion interaction which is fully reversible, i.e. incurs no 
dissipative losses. Intuitively, this comes with an energy cost for a protein approaching the 
surface, however reversible desorption is favoured by a decrease in the free energy. For a 
branched, network-like water structure on the unmodified SiNP, its contrasting 1D 
oscillatory profile also presents energy barriers but dually consists of energy minima that 
may increase protein residence times and enable amino acid residues to perturb water 
layers and undergo binding to the substrate. A comparison of 1D profiles for the different 
SiNPs confirm that the GPS-modified SiNP have significantly higher repulsive forces and 
longer-range interactions (Supplemental Figures S11) that are further concomitant with an 
increased ability of a surface to resist protein adsorption. 
Therefore, the 3D FM-AFM uniquely enables correlation of 1D profiles to spatial 2D 
and 3D distribution of structured water layers, thereby providing experimental data that 
shows unprecedented convergence to the scale of all-atom simulations performed in this 
study. From both the experimental and modelling results, we propose that suitably spaced, 
flexible chains with hydrophilic groups interact with water molecules to produce a 
continuous quasi-stable, diffuse layer without (hydration) structurally-induced energy 
minima that provides for effective antifouling performance of ultrathin, hydrophilic surface 
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chemistries. This diffuse regime above the GPS modified SiNP surface might exemplify the 
type of Goldilocks interface described by Voegler et al. at which there is very little difference 
between the  interface and bulk solvent 35. The contrasting behaviour of the unmodified 
SiNP gives further insight by enabling comparison with intrinsic, structured water layers that 
do not prevent protein adsorption and biofouling. Indeed, while the more tightly bound, 
stable water layers regions on the unmodified SiNP are less likely to rearrange in 
competition with protein adsorption, as shown by MD simulations 25,  it is intriguing that the 
interposing dark regions in the AFM images corresponding to simulated low density regions, 
e.g. excluded volume effects, of the branched, network-like water layer may play a role in 
facilitating protein adsorption, as previously shown for other systems36.   
 In summary, this study has been undertaken using a common silane agent coupled 
to SiNP’s that are highly processable and easily applied as a coating using spray coating, roll-
coating, or 3D printing. We discover these coatings have a broad-ranging fouling resistance 
from protein adsorption to microbial adhesion of bacteria and fungal spores. By applying a 
holistic approach whereby the experimental characterisation and theoretical modelling are 
combined at the same high temporal and spatial resolution, we are able to elucidate the 
molecular-level interfacial structures to explain the exceptional antifouling ability of 
practically useful chemistries and coating systems. Therefore, the development of 








Materials and Methods 
1.  Materials 
Three commercially available aqueous SiO2 nanoparticle dispersions were used in this study.  
Bindzil 30/360 (30wt %), Bindzil cc301 (30wt %) and Bindzil cc301 (30wt %) colloidal silica 
nanoparticle dispersions were all sourced from Akzonobel, Amsterdam, Netherlands.  
Hydrophobin SC3 (68795), bovine serum albumin (A-3059), fibrinogen from bovine plasma 
(F8630) and phosphate buffered saline were all purchased from Sigma Aldrich (Sydney, 
Australia).  Escherichia coli JM109 was a kind gift from Dr Jason McArthur, while Epicoccum 
nigrum (42773) was purchased from the American Type Culture Collection (ATCC).   
2.  SiO2 Nanoparticle Characterisation 
2.1  Thermogravimetric Analysis 
The degree of surface functionalisation of the various Bindzil® particles was determined 
using thermogravimetric analysis (TA, Q500).  An undiluted aqueous dispersion of Bindzil® 
SiO2 nanoparticles was first frozen, and then dried in a freeze dryer (Alpha 2-4 LD Plus, 
Christ, Germany) to remove all water.  Dried particles were then heated from room 
temperature to 800°C at a rate of 10°C/min under a nitrogen atmosphere.  The mass of 
surface bound polymer on the particle surface was determined from the weight loss 
measured between 150°C and 800°C.  The remaining mass at 800°C was presumed to be 
that of the bare silica nanoparticles.       
3.  Fabrication of SiO2 nanoparticle thin films 
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For quartz crystal microbalance (QCM-D) based studies, SiO2 nanoparticle films were 
fabricated onto A-T cut quartz crystal sensors with a 10mm diameter gold electrode and a 
fundamental resonance frequency of 5 MHz (Q-Sense AB Västra, Frölunda, Sweden).  Prior 
to coating, the QCM-D sensors were cleaned with piranha solution (70% sulphuric acid and 
30% hydrogen peroxide) for 3 mins, followed by rinsing with deionised water and drying 
under nitrogen gas.  The sensors were then mounted onto a round coverslip and placed into 
a Bioforce Nanosciences UV/Ozone Procleaner for 20 mins.  Thereafter, films were spin 
coated by depositing 20 µl of a 4wt % aqueous dispersion of the relevant Bindzil® 
nanoparticle onto the gold electrode on the sensor, with spin coating performed at 7000 
rpm for 30 secs.  The films were then cured for 16 hours at a temperature of 110°C, 
followed by through rinsing with deionised water and drying under a stream of nitrogen gas.   
For in-vitro microbial cell adhesion experiments, Bindzil® nanoparticle films were fabricated 
onto gold coated glass coverslips.  ProSciTech 19mm round glass coverslips (G419-5) were 
cleaned with ethanol, and then coated with 5nm titanium and 30nm gold using a sputter 
coater (Edwards Auto 306 thermal evaporator/vacuum coating system).  The metal coated 
coverslips were then placed in a Bioforce Nanosciences UV/Ozone Procleaner for 20 mins, 
and coated with Bindzil® SiO2 nanoparticles via spin coating following the same procedure 
described above for QCM-D sensors.   
4.  Film Characterisation 
4.1  Contact Angle Measurements 
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A Dataphysics contact angle system in conjunction with SCA20 software was used to 
calculate the contact angle of a 2µl sessile drop on the nanoparticle film surfaces.  All 
measurements were performed in triplicate on three samples for each film.   
4.2  Scanning Electron Microscopy 
Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) imaging of the coatings was performed using a field 
emission SEM (JOEL JSM-7500FA).  Samples for SEM analysis were coated onto gold coated 
QCM-D sensors as described previously.  The sensor was then broken into smaller pieces, 
attached to a SEM mount using silver paint, and imaged without modification of the coating 
surface.  For cross sectional analyses, samples were cracked in half and mounted 
perpendicular to the surface on a customised sample holder.  Thereafter the samples were 
sputter coated with gold prior to imaging.   
5.  QCM-D Protein Adsorption Experiments 
 Protein adsorption experiments were performed using a Q-Sense E4 (Q-Sense AB Västra, 
Frölunda, Sweden) quartz crystal microbalance with dissipation monitoring (QCM-D) in a 
flow-through setup coupled with an ISMATEC IPC High Precision Multichannel Dispenser 
(IDEX, Wertheim, Germany) for flow through control.  QCM sensors with the various silica 
nanoparticle coatings were placed in the instrument and equilibrated with PBS for 2 hours 
at a constant temperature of 22.0°C. After this time a 1 mg.mL-1 bovine serum albumin 
(BSA), 1 mg.mL-1 fibrinogen (Fb),  or 5µg.mL-1 Hydrophobin SC3 (Hb) in PBS solution was 
introduced into the chamber at a constant flow rate of 10µL.min-1 for 60 mins, after which 
the chamber was rinsed with PBS for a further 60 minutes at the same flow rate. The 
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chamber was maintained at a constant temperature of 22 ± 0.1ºC for the entirety of the 
experiment and each coating was tested in triplicate.  
To model the adsorption of both proteins to the coatings, the Q-Sense Qtools data analysis 
software package was used to apply the Voigt model to determine the mass of the surface 
bound hydrated protein layer in ng.cm-2. Input parameters used to best fit the data include 
a layer density of 1150 kg.m-3, fluid density of 1020 kg.m-3, layer viscosity between 10-6 ≤ 10-
2 kg.m-1s-1, layer shear modulus between 104 ≤ 108 Pa and mass between 1.15 ≤ 1.155 ng.cm-
2.  
6.  Microbial Adhesion Assays 
6.1  Cell Culture 
Bacterial solutions were prepared from a pre-cultured JM109 strain of Escherichia coli and 
inoculated overnight in 5mL of sterile LB (Luria-Bertani) medium at 37 °C in a Bioline 
incubator shaker 8500 (Edwards Instrument Co., Narellan, Australia). 0.5 mL of inoculated 
culture was added to 10 mL of LB medium and optical density measurements carried out 
every 30 minutes using a Spectronic 200 (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA, USA) until the 
desired turbidity was achieved (OD600 0.6-1.0). The number of colony forming units (CFU) in 
the bacterial suspension was determined by plating out dilutions of the suspension and was 
found to be 4.5 x 106 CFU/mL.  
6.2  Bacterial Adhesion Study 
Coverslips with coatings of Bindzil® nanoparticles were first rinsed in EtOH and placed into 
individual wells of sterile 12-well culture plates. 2ml of PBS with bacterial cells were added 
to each well, and culture plates were incubated at 37 °C for either 24 hours. Coverslips were 
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then removed from incubation and placed into fresh sterile 12-well culture plates. 
Coverslips were rinsed with 0.7% NaCl solution to remove loosely adhered bacteria. This 
process was repeated three times for each sample. Adhered bacteria were chemically fixed 
by depositing 0.5 mL of 3.7% paraformaldehyde in PBS solution onto the surface of each 
sample.  
6.3  Bacterial Staining and Imaging 
Samples were stained with a 20 µg/mL Hoechst 33342, trihydrochloride, trihydrate working 
solution (Invitrogen – Life Technologies (Thermo Scientific)). 1 mL of the Hoechst working 
solution was deposited onto each of the coated QCM sensors and left for 15 minutes. 
Stained bacteria were imaged using a Zeiss AxioImager A1M with an open HBO 100 mercury 
lamp and an Axiocam MRm camera (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany). Images were 
obtained at 50x magnification, with bacterial cell counts determined using ImageJ® software 
(v.1.50b).  
7.  Fungal Spore Adhesion Study 
7.1  Adhesion Assay 
The antifouling properties of the Bindzil® nanoparticle coatings were evaluated against 
Epicoccum nigrum (ATCC 42773).  E. nigrum spores were collected from a pre-cultured agar 
plate (Potato dextrose agar (BD 213400)) and dispersed in 7 mL sterile water. The spore 
suspension was shaken vigorously and placed on an orbital shaker for 2 hours. The 
suspension was then centrifuged for 5 minutes at 1500 RPM. The supernatant was removed 
and spores were resuspended in 7mL sterile water. The spore suspension was then filtered 
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through a 40 µm hollander weave mesh to ensure good spore separation and diluted ~10-
fold.  
Spin-coated nanoparticle coatings were placed into a sterile Greiner 12 well cell culture 
plate and covered with 1 mL sterile deionized water. An aliquot of spore suspension was 
then deposited onto coatings to give a concentration of 6 x 103 spores per cm2 and samples 
were incubated at 30˚C for 24 hours. Samples were removed from the incubator after 24 
hours and each coverslip was immersed in sterile water (3x) with gentle agitation, then 
washed (3x) with sterile water. Spores were fixed with 2.5% (v/v) glutaraldehyde solution.  
7.2  Cell Imaging 
Fixed spores were imaged at 5x magnification using a Zeiss Axiovert inverted microscope. 
Areas imaged were chosen randomly and spores counted using ImageJ® software (v.1.50b).  
4 images were obtained for each sample surface and each surface was sampled in triplicate 
with the total average reported. 
8.  Statistical Analysis 
Numerical results were expressed as means ± 95% confidence intervals. Results were 
analyzed using one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with Tukey post hoc test. Probabilities 
of p < 0.05 were considered to be significantly different.  All statistical analyses were 






9.  FM-AFM Experiments 
9.1  3D FM-AFM Measurement 
The experiments were performed with a home-built frequency modulation atomic force 
microscopy (FM-AFM). The physical and pixel sizes of the original 3D ∆f images for Bindzil® 
30/360 and CC301 nanoparticle surfaces were 4 × 4 × 2 nm3 64 × 64 × 256 pixels, and for 
Bindzil® CC302 nanoparticle surface were 4 × 4 × 3 nm3 and 64 × 64 × 256 pixels. The 
frequency and amplitude of the z modulation and lateral scan speed during the FM-AFM 
imaging were 195.3 Hz, 2 nm (Bindzil® 30/360 and CC301) or 3 nm (Bindzil® CC302), and 12.2 
nm s-1, respectively.  
9.2  Microcantilevers 
AC 55 (Olympus) cantilevers were coated with Si (30nm) using a dc Sputter coater (K575XD, 
Emitech) to remove the contaminants. The resonant frequency (f0) and quality factors (Q) 
and spring constant (k) of the cantilevers in 10 mM NaCl were in the following range, f0 = 
780-1250 kHz, Q = 8-12 and k = 40-115 N/m.    
9.3  Sample Preparation  
For FM-AFM based studies, SiO2 nanoparticle films were fabricated onto cover slips with the 
diameter as 12 mm. Prior to coating, the glass cover slips were cleaned with ethanol, 
followed by rinsing with deionized water and drying under nitrogen gas. The cleaned cover 
slips were then placed into a Bioforce Nanosciences UV/Ozone Procleaner for 20 mins. 
Thereafter, the cover slips were incubated in 0.33 wt % poly (ethyleneimine) (PEI) solution 
for 5 min then rinsed thoroughly with deionized water, and dried in nitrogen gas. The 
nanoparticle films were spin-coated twice onto the treated cover slips by depositing 40 µl 
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and 20 µl of a 6 wt % aqueous dispersion of the relevant Bindzil® nanoparticle at 7000 rpm 
for 30 secs. The coatings were then cured for 1 hour at 120 °C and followed by thoroughly 
rinsing with deionized water and drying under a stream of nitrogen gas. 10 mM NaCl 
solution was prepared with Milli-Q water. 
The cover slips were glued onto a sample holder. Prior to the FM-AFM measurement, the 
nanoparticle films were thoroughly rinsed with Milli-Q water and dried under nitrogen gas. 
Thereafter, 100 µl of 10 mM NaCl solution was dropped onto the sample surfaces. 
9.4  Model details 
We employed a previously validated silica surface model37-38 originated from Feuston et al.39 
This represents a realistic, highly hydrated amorphous silica surface with a surface silanol 
density of 4.7 OH groups per nm2.40 The amorphous silica substrate displays a density of 2.6 
g/cm3 (comparable to experiment), an average film thickness of 1.7 nm (in the z direction) 
and lateral dimensions of 2.7 x 2.7  nm2. Hydrolysed glycidoxypropylsilane (GPS) were added 
to the bare silica surface replacing surface hydroxyl groups as described previously.41-46 
Grafted chain density was kept consistent with experiment on both sides of the silica 
substrate with a chain densities of 1.5 chains/nm2 (11 total GPS ligands) and 0.9 chains/nm2 
(7 total GPS ligands)  for the high and low modified SiNP respectively. The influence of 
surface charge on the GPS ligands was accounted for by performing simulations at three 
different surface charge densities: 0, 14% (5 total) and 28% (10 total) hydroxyls 
deprotonated for the high density GPS modified silica system. Partial atomic charges for 
substrate atoms are shown in Supplementary Table 1. The systems were subsequently 
hydrated with approximately 800 water molecules on both side of the substrate with 
additional sodium ions to counter surface charge. During the subsequent simulations, the 
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surface silanol groups remained free to move, while the underlying SiO2 atoms were kept 
fixed. All data presented is for the 14% deprotonated surface except where specified. 
A second larger system was constructed by replicating the unit cell in the x and y dimension 
to give lateral dimensions of 5.4 x 5.4  nm2. Grafted chain density was for high and low 
systems were 1.5 chains/nm2 (44 total GPS ligands) and 0.75 chains/nm2 (22 total GPS 
ligands) GPS modified SiNP respectively. Surface charge was accounted for by deprotonating 
20% (28 total) of surface hydroxyls deprotonated. The systems were subsequently hydrated 
with approximately 5000 water molecules in the unit cell and NaCL at 0.1 M with additional 
sodium ions to counter surface charge. During the subsequent simulations, the surface 
silanol groups remained free to move, while the underlying SiO2 atoms were kept fixed. 
9.5  Simulation Setup 
The COMPASS force field47 optimised for the simulation of condensed phase polymers and 
organic/inorganic interfaces was used to evaluate the inter- and intramolecular interactions 
within the all-atom models. Energy minimisation was performed to relieve any induced 
strain in the constructed models prior to MD simulations. For energy minimisation, non-
bonded interactions were calculated using the Ewald procedure with and accuracy of 0.01 
kcal mol−1 and an update width of 1.0 Å. The conjugate gradient algorithm was used for 
energy minimisation, with an energy convergence criterion of 0.01 kcal mol−1 Å−1. For MD 
procedures, non-bonded interactions were calculated using the atom-based summation 
method with a cut-off radius of 12.5 Å, a spline width of 2.5 Å and a buffer width of 1.0 Å. A 
long-range vdW tail correction was applied for nonbonded interactions larger than the cut-
off radius. A 1.0-fs time step was used for the simulation of the NVT ensemble, utilising the 
Andersen thermostat48 to control the temperature with a collision ratio of 1.0. All runs were 
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performed for 42 million timesteps with statistics generated over the final 40 million 
timesteps (40 ns) with system coordinates being output every 2 ps. 
 
The second set of simulations performed with the larger system model were performed 
using molecular dynamics (MD) simulation as implemented in NAMD49 was used for all the 
work reported here. An all-atom representation of the ligands and substrate was used with 
the intra- and inter-molecular interactions being modelled by the CGenFF 36 potential50 
with additional parameters taken from existing literature for the silica substrate51 and 
siloxane bond.52 Water molecules were treated explicitly using the TIP3P water model.53 In 
all simulations, a cut-off distance of 12 Å was applied for non-bonded interactions with 
switching applied between 10 and 12 Å. Long range electrostatic interactions were treated 
using the particle mesh Ewald method.54 A timestep of 2 fs was  used in all simulations; this 
was made possible by fixing the O–H bond lengths of the water molecules using the SHAKE 
algorithm.55 Simulations were undertaken using a Langevin thermostat56 with a damping 
coefficient of 1 ps-1 to control the temperature. All runs were performed for 60 million 
timesteps with statistics generated over the final 50 million timesteps (100 ns) with system 
coordinates being output every 5000 time steps. Data from this simulation is presented in 
Supplementary Figures 19 to 24.  
9.6  3D density profile generation 
3D atomic density profiles were generated from the 50 ns MD simulations for each system. 
The two 2.6 x 2.6 x 2 nm3 interfacial areas (top and bottom sides of the substrate) were 
separated into an [x,y,z] arrays of [26,26,100] bins each with dimensions 0.1 nm x 0.1 nm x 
0.02 nm, or a volume of 0.0002 nm3. The first bin in the z direction was defined as between 
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0 and 0.02 nm above the average position of Si atoms bonded to surface silanol groups. For 
the unmodified silica three selections were defined: (1) oxygen atoms from water molecules 
within 0.35 nm of the substrate; (2) oxygen atoms from water molecules not within 0.35 nm 
of the substrate and (3) sodium atoms: and for the time points (10000 total) the positions of 
each atoms was recorded in one of the [26 x 26 x 100] bins. The density of each bin was 
then normalised with reference to the average density of the 13520 bins in the 1.8-2.0 nm 
height range. An identical procedure was done for the larger system creating [50 x 50 x 100] 
array. 
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Figure 1:  a.  SEM image of the surface and cross section (inset) of Bindzil 30/360® modified 
QCM-D sensor surface (both scale bars are 100 nm).  b.  Schematic of GPS chemical 
functionality on Bindzil cc301® and cc302® SiO2 nanoparticles.  c-e.  QCM-D measurements of 
the mass of the proteins bovine serum albumin (c), fibrinogen (d) and hydrophobin (e) 
adsorbed to Bindzil® SiO2 nanoparticle modified sensors.  f-g.  Representative images of E. 
coli adhesion to Bindzil 30/360® (f) and Bindzil cc302® (g).  h. Mean number of E. coli adhered 
to Bindzil 30/360®, Bindzil cc301® and Bindzil cc302® coatings. i-j.  Representative images of 
Epicoccum nigrum adhesion to Bindzil 30/360® (i) and Bindzil cc302® (j).  k. Mean number of 
Epicoccum nigrum spores adhered to Bindzil 30/360®, Bindzil cc301® and Bindzil cc302® 
coatings.  All error bars represent 95% confidence intervals around the mean. * represents 




Figure 2.  a. Representative 2D cross section at the SiNP interface (i), with representative 1D 
profiles taken at positions 1 (ii) and 2 (iii) on the SiNP surface.  b. 2D top-view image 
illustrating positions of cross sections and 1D profiles across a SiNP surface.  Scanning area is 
4nm * 4nm * 2nm.  The 2D top view image is taken at z=0 nm and labelled with dotted lines 
(a-c) at the position of each 2D cross section (c.i., d.i., e.i.), which are also labelled with 
positions of 1D profiles taken at positions 1,2 and 3 that are labelled with black, red and 
blue lines in the 1D profiles, respectively (c.ii., d.ii., e.ii.).  f.  Before height correction (i) and 
after height correction (ii) 2D sections. Legend:  * illustrates relative frequency difference 
for b.  ** illustrates relative frequency difference for c,d,e & f.  The cantilever parameters: A 
= 1.79 Å, f0 = 956 kHz, Q = 10.6 and k = 45.76 N/m.  The 3D ∆f images parameters: The 
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frequency and amplitude of the z modulation during the 3D-SFM imaging were 195.3 Hz, 2 





Figure 3:  a. Representative 2D cross section at the SiNP interface with positions identified 
where 2D x-y cross sections (i-iii) were taken for (b) and (c). b. Averaged 1D frequency shift 
vs distance curves. c. i – iii.  Representative 2D cross sections taken at points 0 nm  (i), 0.25 
nm (ii) and 0.7 nm (iii) from the surface (points highlighted on 1D frequency shift vs. 













Figure 4.  a. Representative 2D cross section at the GPS - SiNP interface (i), with 
representative 1D profiles taken at positions 1 (ii) and 2 (iii) on the SiNP surface.  b. 2D top-
view image illustrating positions of cross sections and 1D profiles across a GPS - SiNP 
surface.  Scanning area is 4nm * 4nm * 2nm.  The 2D top view image is taken at z=0 nm and 
labelled with dotted lines (a-c) at the position of each 2D cross section (c.i., d.i., e.i.), which 
are also labelled with positions of 1D profiles taken at positions 1,2 and 3 that are labelled 
with black, red and blue lines in the 1D profiles, respectively (c.ii., d.ii., e.ii.).  f.  Before 
height correction (i) and after height correction (ii) 2D sections. Legend:  * illustrates relative 
frequency difference for b.  ** illustrates relative frequency difference for c,d,e & f.  The 
cantilever parameters: A = 1.65 Å, f0 = 1230 kHz, Q = 10.3 and k = 65.25 N/m.  The 3D ∆f 
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images parameters: The frequency and amplitude of the z modulation during the 3D-SFM 
imaging were 195.3 Hz, 3 nm, and 12.2 nm s-1, respectively.     
 
Figure 5.  a. (i). Boltzmann Sigmoid fit with (ii) 1st and (iii) 2nd derivative of averaged 1D 
profile on high density GPS functionalised SiNP (cc302®) surface.  R2 = 0.99908.    b.(i) The 
Boltzmann Sigmoid fitted averaged 1D frequency shift vs. Z distance curves of high density 
GPS modified SiNP with a function of frequency shift setpoints.  The curves are labelled with 
number 1, 2, 3 and 4 which represent for setpoints at 9.45 KHz, 11.08 KHz, 15.62 KHz and 
19.58 KHz, respectively. Figure b. (ii and iii) represent for 1st and 2nd derivative of curves in 
figure b.(i). The force curves in figure b.(iv) are converted from experimental collected 
frequency shift vs Z distance data based on Sader’s method. The dash lines in figure 5.b 





Figure 6.  a.  2D cross section of GPS-SiNP surface.  b.  Averaged 1D profile from (a).  c.  Top-
view images at different z positions labelled from i – viii. correlating to z-distances labelled 














Figure 7.  a. Density map of oxygen (grey) and sodium (blue) atoms on bare SiO2. b.  
Representative 2D cross-section of the density of water on silica. For (b) the colour scale 
refers to the relative atomic density of water oxygen atoms normalised by the average 
density of water more than 1.8 nm from the substrate. c. Averaged 1D density profiles vs Z 
distance curves for silica with total (black); interfacial water (red) and bulk-like water (blue). 
d-f. XY slices taken from a 3D relative atomic density map on bare SiO2 at different Z 
positions as indicated in (g). Z height span of the contour plot is 0.02 nm. The colour scale 
refers to the relative atomic density of water oxygen atoms normalised by the average 
density of water more than 1.8 nm from the substrate. g. Snapshot of water-oxygen atoms 
within 0.35 nm of the unmodified silica substrate from the 200 ns simulations, colorbar 














Figure 8.   a. Density map of oxygen (grey) and sodium (blue) atoms on high-density GPS-
SiO2 surfaces. b. Representative 2D cross-sections of high density GPS modified silica 
surfaces. For (b) the colour scale refers to the combined relative atomic density of water 
oxygen atoms and all non-hydrogen atoms in the GPS ligand (C, O, and the one Si) 
normalised by the average density of water more than 1.8 nm. c. Averaged 1D density 
profiles vs Z distance curves for high density GPS modified silica with total (black); interfacial 
water (red) bulk-like water (blue), GPS chain (magenta) and sodium (green). d. 2 x 2 nm2 XY 
contour slices of the relative atomic density at the high density GPS modified silica interface 
in 0.02nm z distance bins ranging from 0.4 to 1.2 nm above the silica substrate). The colour 
scale refers to (All – left hand side) the combined relative atomic density of water oxygen 
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atoms and all non-hydrogen atoms in the GPS ligand (C, O, and the one Si), (GPS) relative 
atomic density of all non-hydrogen atoms in the GPS ligand only; (Solvent) relative atomic 
density of water oxygen atoms only, each normalised by the average density of water more 
than 1.8 nm. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
